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Abstract: Representing the semantics of the interaction of two or more tolerances (i.e. composite tolerance) 
explicitly to make them computer-understandable is currently a challenging task in computer-aided toleranc-
ing (CAT). We have proposed a description logic (DL) ontology based approach to complete this task recently. 
In this paper, the representation of the semantics of the composite positional tolerance (CPT) for patterns of 
holes (POHs) is used as an example to illustrate the proposed approach. This representation mainly includes: 
representing the structure knowledge of the CPT for POHs in DL terminological axioms; expressing the con-
straint knowledge with Horn rules; and describing the individual knowledge using DL assertional axioms. By 
implementing the representation with the web ontology language (OWL) and the semantic web rule language 
(SWRL), a CPT ontology is developed. This ontology has explicitly computer-understandable semantics due 
to the logic-based semantics of OWL and SWRL. As is illustrated by an engineering example, such semantics 
makes it possible to automatically check the consistency, reason out the new knowledge, and implement the 
semantic interoperability of CPT information. Benefiting from this, the ontology provides a semantic enrich-
ment model for the CPT information extracted from CAD/CAM systems.  
Keywords: Tolerance semantics; Semantic representation; Composite positional tolerance; Pattern of holes; 
Tolerance modeling; ontology  
1. Introduction 
The emerge of geometric dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) brings the idea that part features should 
be controlled in the geometric characteristics of size, form, orientation, location, run-out, and surface texture 
[1]. This entails various GD&T related research topics like tolerance modeling, tolerance specification, toler-
ance analysis, tolerance allocation, tolerance transfer, and tolerance evaluation, where tolerance modeling is 
seen as one of the hottest topics. Tolerance modeling mainly concerns how to reasonably and effectively pre-
sent, interpret, and represent tolerance semantics. It requires constructing three different kinds of models: (1) 
presentation model, (2) interpretation model, and (3) representation model.  
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Presentation model mainly aims at presenting different types of tolerances in a unified, human-readable, 
and human-understandable way. Representative examples of this kind of model are the presentation models in 
tolerancing standards (e.g. ISO 1101-2012 [2], ASME Y14.5-2009 [3]) and CAD/CAM systems. Presentation 
model exists mostly in the form of drawing indication, whose meaning can only be read and understood by 
domain experts and cannot be directly read and understood by computers. This is not enough for CAT in the 
true sense. True CAT requires tolerance semantics be explicitly represented in a computer-readable and com-
puter-understandable form and automatically exchanged among heterogeneous CAD/CAM systems. To make 
true CAT possible, the meaning should be firstly interpreted in an unambiguous and rigorous way and then 
the interpretation is required to be represented in another computer-readable and computer-understandable 
way.  
Interpretation model is used to interpret the meaning of presentation model in an unambiguous and rig-
orous way. During the past three decades, the construction of an interpretation model of tolerance semantics 
has been gained importance and popularity. Various interpretation models have been presented in this period, 
where representative examples are parametric model [4, 5], offset zone model [6, 7], variational surface mod-
el [8], kinematic model [9, 10], degrees of freedom model [11-13], and T-Maps model [14-16]. Interpretation 
model can be seen as an intermediate model between presentation and representation models. It exists usually 
in the form of mathematical expression, which also cannot be directly read and understood by computers.  
Representation model is constructed to represent interpretation model in an explicit, computer-readable, 
and computer-understandable way. Currently, the most widely used representation model of tolerances in in-
dustry is the standard for the exchange of product model data (STEP) EXPRESS model [17-19]. This model 
uses the EXPRESS modeling language to represent tolerance information. Even though using EXPRESS can 
construct syntactically correct tolerance representation model, it is not capable of representing tolerance se-
mantics explicitly [20]. For this reason, tolerance semantics are not really computer-understandable in STEP 
EXPRESS model [21]. How to represent the semantics of tolerances to make them computer-understandable 
remains a challenging task in CAT.  
To tackle such challenge, we have introduced the technology of DL ontology in the field of the Semantic 
Web into tolerance semantic representation and presented a DL ontology based approach to represent the se-
mantics of the type [22], resultant tolerance zone [23], and variational geometry [24] of a single tolerance. As 
the benefits of DL ontology, such semantics were represented explicitly and expected to be exchanged auto-
matically among heterogeneous CAD/CAM systems. In practice, tolerance modeling not only needs to con-
sider the representation of single tolerance semantics, but also needs to take the representation of composite 
tolerance semantics into account [25]. To this end, we currently continue the line of research in [22-24] and 
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propose a DL ontology based approach to represent the semantics of composite tolerances. The present paper 
takes the representation of the semantics of the CPT for POHs as an example to illustrate the proposed ap-
proach. This representation firstly uses DL [26] and Horn rules [27] to represent the structure, constraint, and 
individual knowledge of the CPT for POHs. Then it is implemented by OWL [28] and SWRL [29] and a CPT 
ontology is obtained through this implementation. Because of the logic-based semantics of OWL and SWRL, 
this ontology is capable of explicitly representing the semantics of the CPT for POHs. So it can provide an 
explicit, computer-readable, and computer-understandable model of CPT. As three advantages of the ontology, 
consistency checking, knowledge reasoning, and semantic interoperability of the CPT information for POHs 
can be automatically performed.  
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. An overview of related work is carried out in Sec-
tion 2. The details of the representation are explained in Section 3. Section 4 reports a prototype implementa-
tion of the representation and presents an engineering example to illustrate the advantages of the implemented 
representation. Section 5 ends the paper with a conclusion.  
2. Related work 
CAT in the true sense requires tolerance semantics be explicitly represented in a both computer-readable 
and computer-understandable form and automatically exchanged among heterogeneous CAD/CAM systems. 
Aiming at this requirement, many international and national standards for tolerance information representa-
tion and exchange have been successively developed during the past few decades [30]. Among these stand-
ards, the most influential and widely applied one is the STEP standard system [31], in which the application 
protocols (APs) 203 [17], 214 [18], and 242 [19] are broadly accepted and used by commercial CAD/CAM 
systems. The tolerance information representation language used in these application protocols is EXPRESS 
[32]. Even though using EXPRESS can construct syntactically correct tolerance information representation 
model, it cannot represent the semantics of different types of tolerances explicitly because EXPRESS is not 
based on formal semantics [20]. Consequently, tolerance semantics are just implicitly represented and not 
really computer-understandable in EXPRESS model [21]. How to represent the detailed semantics of toler-
ance information in a computer-understandable form has been one of the most popular problems concerned 
within the industry and the academia in recent years.  
In response to this problem, a number of researchers proposed to leverage other existing or develop new 
knowledge representation languages to construct their respective tolerance representation models. These con-
structed models can be classified into the following five categories on the basis of the knowledge representa-
tion languages used in them:  
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 Unified modeling language (UML) model. Rachuri et al. [33] used UML to construct an object-oriented 
assembly model called as open assembly model (OAM) to enhance the assembly information content in 
STEP EXPRESS model. OAM is capable of providing a way for tolerance representation and propaga-
tion at the system level and enables plug-and-play with various applications throughout product life cy-
cle (e.g. engineering analysis, virtual assembly, process planning). But it is not computer-understandable 
since UML is not based on formal semantics. In addition, there is yet no evidence that OAM includes the 
representation of the detailed semantics (i.e. resultant tolerance zones and variational geometries) of dif-
ferent types of tolerances.  
 Extensive markup language (XML) model. Zhao et al. [34] presented a geometric tolerance representa-
tion model by abstracting the explanations and illustrations from ASME geometric tolerancing standards. 
They further transformed the model into XML Schema that can be used to generate XML instance file to 
satisfy the requirements of geometric tolerance representation in integrated measurement processes. The 
transformed model can act as an adapter for the communication of geometric tolerance information via 
the Internet among different application domains. However, it is inappropriate to be used for knowledge 
reasoning and deduction because XML is only a markup language that has no mathematical basis.  
 GeoSpelling formal language model. To express the semantics of the geometrical product specifications 
(GPS) throughout product life cycle, Dantan et al. [35] firstly proposed a model for GPS whose name is 
GeoSpelling. They then developed a formal language for the GeoSpelling model [36]. The syntax of this 
formal language is based on the functions, conditions, and loops in programming language, where func-
tions stand for the declaration of operations and loops, conditions mean the selection of features from a 
set, and loops correspond to manage a set of features. By this means, the formal language can be applied 
to express the semantics of the GPS specifications in simulate metrology and assembly or manufacturing 
sequence. Such applications were planned in their future work.  
 Categorical language model. To solve the ambiguous problem caused by describing GPS specifications 
in natural language in tolerancing standards and technical handbooks, Lu et al. [37] used category lan-
guage to construct a representation model of the specifications and verification for geometrical toleranc-
es in the framework of the next generation GPS. The representation model was then used by Xu et al. [38] 
and Qi et al. [39] to develop a knowledge-based system for the manipulation of complicated GPS infor-
mation. This system provides unambiguous GPS information for designers and metrologists and enables 
metrology assisted design and manufacturing to become reality.  
 Web ontology language (OWL) model. Fiorentini et al. [40] presented an OWL version of the previous 
UML model OAM [33] to make it really computer-understandable. They also extended the model to in-
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corporate the reasoning capabilities based on OWL DL and SWRL. This OWL version of OAM can help 
in achieving various levels of interoperability of tolerance information as required to enable the full po-
tential of product lifecycle management. However, it does not contain the representation of the detailed 
semantics of different types of tolerances since such representation is not contained in OAM. In response 
to this limitation, we proposed a DL ontology based approach to represent the detailed semantics of dif-
ferent types of single tolerances [22-24]. As the advantages of DL ontology, such semantics can be rep-
resented explicitly and knowledge reasoning on the resultant representation model can be performed au-
tomatically. These advantages are helpful to improve the interoperability of single tolerance information 
among heterogeneous applications throughout product life cycle [41]. However, the representation of the 
semantics of composite tolerances is not included in the proposed approach.  
As can be seen from the above literature review, studies about the computerized representation of toler-
ance information have been paid much attention during the past decade. A number of kinds of tolerance rep-
resentation models have been presented in this area, where the OWL model is one of the most representative 
kinds. Since this kind of model did not contain the representation of composite tolerance semantics, we ex-
tend it through leveraging DL [26] and Horn rules [27] to model such semantics and using OWL DL [28] and 
SWRL [29] to implement the model. In this paper, the representation of the semantics of the CPT for POHs is 
used as an example to illustrate this extension. The main contribution of the paper can be briefly summarized 
as: The paper proposes a DL ontology based approach to explicitly representing the semantics of the CPT for 
POHs. In this approach, a CPT ontology is constructed and developed, which provides a semantic enrichment 
model of CPT information for the real integration of such information and CAD/CAM systems. Consistency 
checking, knowledge reasoning, and semantic interoperability of CPT information can be automatically per-
formed. This will ground for the further implementation of CAT in the true sense.  
3. Semantic representation approach  
This section describes an approach to represent the semantics of the CPT for POHs. The schematic rep-
resentation of this approach is shown in Figure 1. The first step is to leverage DL terminological axioms to 
represent the structure knowledge of the CPT for POHs in tolerancing standards. Then a set of Horn rules are 
designed to express the constraint knowledge that cannot be expressed solely by DL in the second step. The 
last step is to use DL assertional axioms to describe the individual knowledge of the CPT for POHs extracted 
from CAD/CAM systems. Through these three steps, an ontology for the CPT for POHs can be constructed. 
Due to the rigorous logic-based semantics of DL and Horn rules, the semantics of the CPT for POHs are ex-
plicitly represented and greatly enriched in this ontology. Three advantages of this ontology, i.e. consistency 
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checking, knowledge reasoning, and semantic interoperability of CPT information, which are not currently 
available in commercial CAD/CAM systems, can be performed automatically. The details of the three steps 
and the three advantages are respectively explained in the following sub-sections: (1) the representation of the 
structure knowledge; (2) the representation of the constraint knowledge; (3) the representation of the individ-
ual knowledge; and (4) the advantages of the approach.  
Structure knowledge in tolerancing standards
Constraint knowledge in tolerancing standards
Composite positional tolerance information
Knowledge reasoningSemantic interoperability Consistency checking
OWL DL/SWRL
Representation of the structure knowledge
Representation of the individual knowledge
Representation of the constraint knowledge
Composite positional tolerance ontology
Individual knowledge in CAD/CAM systems
DL
Horn rules
DL
Advantages
 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the semantic representation approach. 
3.1. Representation of the structure knowledge  
Structure knowledge in a domain mainly consists of the DL definitions of the terminologies in this do-
main. To represent the structure knowledge of the CPT for POHs in tolerancing standards, the related termi-
nologies and their definitions should be firstly identified.  
In the tolerancing standard ASME Y14.5-2009 [3], there are two types of POHs, where one type is rec-
tangular pattern of holes and the other type is circular pattern of holes. Both of these types of POHs can be 
imposed a CPT. For example, a rectangular pattern of holes imposed a CPT and a circular pattern of holes 
imposed a CPT are respectively shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The resultant tolerance zones of these two 
CPTs are depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 2 and Figure 3, a feature 
control frame for CPT has one positional tolerance symbol that is applicable to two horizontal segments. The 
upper segment builds a pattern-locating tolerance zone framework (PLTZF) (e.g. the tolerance zone frame-
work containing C1,1, C1,2, …, C1,6 in Figure 4) which governs the relationship between datum features and 
pattern. The lower segment builds a feature-relating tolerance zone framework (FRTZF) (e.g. the tolerance 
zone framework containing C2,1, C2,2, …, C2,6 in Figure 4) that is a refinement of the PLTZF and governs the 
relationship between features. The resultant tolerance zone of each CPT is the intersection of its PLTZF and 
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FRTZF (e.g. the intersection of the PLTZF C1,1-C1,2-C1,3-C1,4-C1,5-C1,6 in Figure 4 and the FRTZF C2,1-C2,2- 
C2,3-C2,4-C2,5-C2,6 in Figure 4). To satisfy the requirement of the CPT, its variational geometry must lie in its 
resultant tolerance zone.  
C
ABd3 d4 d5
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Figure 2. A CPT imposed on a rectangular pattern of holes. 
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Figure 3. A CPT imposed on a circular pattern of holes. 
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Figure 4. One possible resultant tolerance zone of the CPT in Figure 2. 
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Figure 5. One possible resultant tolerance zone of the CPT in Figure 3. 
As can be seen from Figure 4 and Figure 5, a maximum material condition (MMC) is applied to each of 
the toleranced features C1,1, C1,2, …, C1,6, C2,1, C2,2, …, C2,6. This means that the dimensional tolerance and 
location tolerance (i.e. the positional tolerance of the axis) of each of these holes should meet the maximum 
material requirement. Taking the MMC applied to C1,1 in Figure 4 as an example, the semantics of such 
maximum material requirement can be informally described as follows: (1) When the hole C1,1 is at MMC 
(see Figure 6), the external function size of the actual hole must be greater than or equal to the maximum 
material virtual size ϕ(t ‒ l ‒ t1). The theoretical position of the axis of the hole is determined by the datum 
features A, B, and C and the theoretically exact sizes d1, d2, and d3. When everywhere of the local actual size 
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of the hole is the maximum material size ϕ(t ‒ l), the maximum allowable value of the positional error of the 
axis is ϕt1. (2) When the hole C1,1 is not at MMC (i.e. the actual size of the hole C1,1 deviates from the maxi-
mum material size ϕ(t ‒ l)), the positional error of the axis can be greater than ϕt1. As an example, when eve-
rywhere of the local actual size of the hole is the minimum material size ϕ(t + u), the maximum allowable 
value of the positional error of the axis is ϕ(t1 + u + l). (3) The local actual size of the hole C1,1 must lie be-
tween ϕ(t ‒ l) and ϕ(t + u).  
d1
d3
Hole at MMC 
(minimum diameter)
Actual hole of perfect form 
(t‒ l‒ t1)
t1
Tolerance zone when C1,1 is at MMC 
d1
d3
Hole at MMC 
(minimum diameter)
(t+u)
(t1+u+l)
Tolerance zone when C1,1 is not at MMC 
(t‒ l)
Actual hole of perfect form 
(t‒ l‒ t1)
 
Figure 6. The semantics of the MMC assigned on the toleranced feature C1,1 in Figure 4. 
In Figure 2 and Figure 3, all of the MMCs are assigned on toleranced features. In practice, MMC may be 
applied to size datum features. For example, Figure 7 shows a MMC assigned on the size datum feature B in 
a CPT imposed on a circular pattern of holes. This MMC means that the dimensional tolerance of the shaft 
should meet the maximum material requirement. The semantics of this requirement is informally described as 
follows: (1) The external function size of the actual shaft must be smaller than or equal to the maximum ma-
terial virtual size ϕ(d1 + u1) and perpendicular to the datum plane A. (2) The local actual size of the shaft must 
lie between ϕ(d1 ‒ l1) and ϕ(d1 + u1).  
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Figure 7. A MMC assigned on the size datum feature B.  
According to the above description, the major terminologies used to define the CPT for POHs are com-
posite positional tolerance, pattern of holes, rectangular pattern of holes, circular pattern of holes, resultant 
tolerance zones, feature control frame, segments, upper segment, PLTZF, lower segment, and FRTZF. All of 
these terminologies are required to be defined by DL terminological axioms [26]. For example, the terminol-
ogy composite positional tolerance can be defined by the following DL terminological axiom:  
CompositePositionalTolerance ≡ Tolerance  
⊓ ∃hasTolerancedFeature.PatternOfHoles  
⊓ ∃hasFeatureControlFrame.CompositeFeatureControlFrame  
⊓ ∃hasResultantToleranceZone.CompositeToleranceZone  
⊓ ∃hasVariationalGeometry.CompositeVariationalGeometry 
 
 
 
 
 
where Tolerance is an atomic concept, CompositePositionalTolerance, PatternOfHoles, CompositeFeature-
ControlFrame, CompositeToleranceZone, and CompositeVariationalGeometry are all complex concepts. The 
DL definitions of PatternOfHoles, CompositeFeatureControlFrame, and CompositeToleranceZone are listed 
in Appendix A (for the DL definition of CompositeVariationalGeometry, please refer to [24]).  
Now a model-theoretic semantics can be assigned to the axiom defining the terminology composite po-
sitional tolerance to make it computer-understandable. This semantics is expressed using the notion of an in-
terpretation I = (ΔI, ·I), where ΔI is a universal set of domain individuals and ·I is an interpretation function 
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which interprets each concept C to a subset C
I
 of ΔI (e.g. CompositePositionalToleranceI ⊆ ΔI), each role R to 
a subset R
I
 of ΔI×ΔI (e.g. hasTolerancedFeatureI ⊆ΔI×ΔI), each conjunction of concepts C ⊓ D to a set CI ∩ 
D
I
 (e.g. (Tolerance ⊓ ∃hasTolerancedFeature.PatternOfHoles)I = ToleranceI ∩ (hasTolerancedFea-
ture.PatternOfHoles)
I
), each disjunction of concepts C ⊔ D to a set CI ∪ DI (e.g. (UpperSegment ⊔ Low-
erSegment)
I
 = UpperSegment
I
 ∪ LowerSegmentI), each existence restriction ∃R.C to a set {x∈ΔI | ∃y.(x, y)∈RI 
∧ y∈CI} (e.g. (∃hasTolerancedFeature.PatternOfHoles)I = {x∈ΔI | ∃y.(x, y)∈hasTolerancedFeatureI ∧ 
y∈PatternOfHolesI}), and each data existence restriction ∃Rd.d to a set {x∈Δ
I
 | ∃y.(x, y)∈Rd
I
 ∧ y∈d} (e.g. 
(∃hasToleranceValue.float)I = {x∈ΔI | ∃y.(x, y)∈hasToleranceValueI ∧ y∈float}).  
With this interpretation function, the axiom is explicitly interpreted as: An individual x is said to be a 
CPT, if and only if (1) x is a tolerance; (2) there exist a pattern of holes y1 such that y1 is the toleranced fea-
tures of x; (3) there exist a composite feature control frame y2 such that y2 is the feature control frame of x; (4) 
there exist a composite tolerance zone y3 such that y3 is the resultant tolerance zone of x; and (5) there exists a 
composite variational geometry y4 such that y4 is the variational geometry of x. Such interpretation is easily 
understood by both humans and computers. Therefore, the representation of the definition of the terminology 
composite positional tolerance has directly computer-understandable semantics. Correspondingly, the mod-
el-theoretic semantics can also be assigned to other axioms in the Expressions in Appendix A and the seman-
tics of these axioms can also be interpreted in a similar way.  
As can be summarized from the above example (i.e. the representation of the semantics of the terminol-
ogy composite positional tolerance), the semantics of the structure knowledge of the CPT for POHs can be 
represented through the following steps: (1) Identify the related terminologies and their definitions from the 
tolerancing standard ASME Y14.5-2009. (2) Specify the atomic concepts, complex concepts, object roles, 
and data roles according to the identified terminologies. (3) Leverage DL terminological axioms to define 
complex concepts. (4) Assign a model-theoretic semantics to each specified atomic concept, each specified 
object role, each specified data role, and each defined complex concept.  
3.2. Representation of the constraint knowledge  
Constraint knowledge in a domain can be seen as some computer-understandable rules that describe the 
constraint relationships among the objects (that correspond to concepts in DL) and relations (that correspond 
to roles in DL) in this domain. To represent the constraint knowledge of the CPT for POHs in tolerancing 
standards, the first step is to determine the constraint relationships which require to be described.  
From Figure 2, Figure 4, and Figure 6 (or Figure 3, Figure 5, and Figure 6), the semantics of a CPT can 
be understood as: The variational geometry of this CPT must fall inside the intersection of its PLTZF and 
FRTZF. This semantics implies three aspects of constraint relationships of the CPT: (1) the constraint rela-
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tionships between its upper segment and its PLTZF; (2) the constraint relationships between its lower seg-
ment and its FRTZF; and (3) the constraint relationships between its variational geometry and the intersection 
of its PLTZF and FRTZF.  
For the first aspect of constraint relationships, the tolerance value t1 in the upper segment in Figure 2 (or 
Figure 3) is the diameter of each of the six cylindrical tolerance zones in the PLTZF in Figure 4 (or Figure 5). 
The symbol ○M  means that t1 meets the MMC. This meaning implies the constraint relations that have been 
depicted in Figure 6. According to Horn logic [27], these constraint relationships can be described by the 
Horn rule hasMeetMaximumMaterialCondition(t1, mmc) in Appendix B. Similarly, the letter A is used to ori-
ent the six ϕt1 cylindrical tolerance zones perpendicular to the datum feature A. The letters B and C are used 
to locate the six ϕt1 cylindrical tolerance zones with fundamental dimensions to the datum features B and C. 
According to Horn logic [27], these constraint relationships are described by the Horn rule isPLTZFOf(x4, x1) 
in Appendix B. Now a model-theoretic semantics can be assigned to this Horn rule to make it comput-
er-understandable. This semantics is also described using the interpretation I = (ΔI, ·I). The description is: 
CompositePositionalTolerance
I
 ∩ CompositeFeatureControlFrameI ∩ … ∩ hasValueI ⊆ isPLTZFOf I. This 
description can also be directly understood by computers. So the described constraint relationships also have 
directly computer-understandable semantics.  
For the second aspect of constraint relationships, the tolerance value t2 in the lower segment in Figure 2 
(or Figure 3) is the diameter of each of the six cylindrical tolerance zones in the FRTZF in Figure 4 (or Figure 
5). The symbol ○M  means t2 meets the MMC. The FRTZF controls the location of the six ϕt2 cylindrical 
tolerance zones with fundamental dimensions to each other. It is free to translate and rotate within the bound-
aries of the PLTZF. The letter A is used to orient the six ϕt2 cylindrical tolerance zones perpendicular to the 
datum feature A. These constraint relationships can also be described by a Horn rule isFRTZFOf that is simi-
lar to the Horn rule isPLTZFOf(x4, x1) in Appendix B.  
For the third aspect of constraint relationships, the variational geometry of the CPT in Figure 2 (or Fig-
ure 3) must fall inside the intersection of its PLTZF and FRTZF Figure 4 (or Figure 5). This constraint rela-
tionship can be described by the Horn rule MeetRequirementOfCPT(x2, x1) in Appendix B. Like the Horn rule 
isPLTZFOf(x4, x1) in Appendix B, a model-theoretic semantics can also be assigned to this Horn rule to make 
it computer-understandable.  
If a CPT specified in the way shown in Figure 7 (i.e. in the upper or lower segment, a MMC is assigned 
on the size datum features), the three aspects of the constraint relationships for this Figure can be described 
and the model-theoretic semantics can be assigned to the descriptions in a similar way.  
From the above explanations, the semantics of the constraint knowledge of CPT for POHs can be repre-
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sented through determining the constraint relationships that require to be described, using Horn rules to de-
scribe these constraint relationships, and assigning a model-theoretic semantics to each Horn rule.  
3.3. Representation of the individual knowledge  
Individual knowledge in a domain can be seen as some computer-understandable statements of the con-
crete individuals in this domain. To represent the individual knowledge of the CPT for POHs in CAD/CAM 
systems, the first step is to extract the concrete individuals in this CPT.  
Using the application program interface (API) of a CAD/CAM system, the concrete individuals in CPTs 
can be easily extracted from this system. For instance, assume the part in Figure 2 has been designed in a 
CAD/CAM system. Using the API of the system, the concrete individuals in the CPT imposed on the rectan-
gular pattern of holes of this part are extracted as follows: (1) tol is a CPT; (2) H1-H2-H3-H4-H5-H6 is a rec-
tangular pattern of holes and is the toleranced feature of tol; (3) cfcf is a composite feature control frame and 
is the feature control frame of tol; (4) pts is a positional tolerance symbol and is the tolerance symbol of cfcf; 
(5) upseg is an upper segment and is a segment of cfcf; (6) lowseg is a lower segment and is a segment of cfcf; 
(7) t1 is the tolerance value in upseg; (8) mmc is the MMC and is the tolerance principle in upseg; (9) A is a 
datum feature and is the primary datum in upseg; (10) B is a datum feature and is the secondary datum in 
upseg; (11) C is a datum feature and is the tertiary datum in upseg; (12) t2 is the tolerance value in lowseg; 
(13) mmc is also the tolerance principle in lowseg; and (14) A is also the primary datum in lowseg.  
The second step is to use some computer-understandable statements to describe the extracted concrete 
individuals. Here DL assertional axioms [26] are used and thus the extracted concrete individuals from (1) to 
(14) can be described by the assertional axioms in Appendix C. This description is based on model-theoretic 
semantics. So it can also be directly understood by computers.  
In addition to representing the CPT itself, its detailed semantics (i.e. its resultant tolerance zone and var-
iational geometry) can also be represented in this way. Such representation is not available in commercial 
CAD/CAM systems since most of these systems use STEP AP 203/AP 214/AP 242 to express the tolerance 
information and these APs will not contain the expression of the detailed semantics of tolerance information 
[21]. Hence, capturing and representing such detailed semantics is a particular feature of the approach.  
To represent the detailed semantics of a CPT, its resultant tolerance zone and variational geometry must 
be firstly established. This work can be completed through using Liu et al.’s establishment methods [25, 42, 
43]. After establishing the resultant tolerance zone and variational geometry, the detailed semantics can also 
be described by DL assertional axioms [26]. For example, a DL description of the resultant tolerance zone of 
the CPT in Figure 2 (i.e. the resultant tolerance zone in Figure 4) is provided in Appendix D.  
From the representation process of the individual knowledge in Figure 2 and Figure 4, the representation 
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process of the individual knowledge of the CPT for POHs is summarized as follows: (1) Use the APIs of 
CAD/CAM systems to extract the CPT information from these systems. (2) Apply Liu et al.’s establishment 
methods to establish the resultant tolerance zone and variational geometry of this tolerance. (3) Use DL asser-
tional axioms to describe the extracted tolerance information and the established resultant tolerance zone and 
variational geometry.  
3.4. Advantages of the approach  
The most prominent feature of DL is that it can provide the maximum expressive power under the pre-
requisite of ensuring computational completeness and decidability. This enables consistency checking of DL 
ontology, knowledge reasoning on DL ontology, and semantic interoperability between DL ontologies. In ad-
dition, knowledge reasoning on DL ontology can also be combined with Horn rules [44]. Since the approach 
has leveraged DL and Horn rules to construct a CPT ontology, it mainly has the following advantages:  
 Consistency checking of the CPT ontology. Consistency checking of the ontology checks whether there 
are inconsistencies in the DL definitions of concepts and roles and whether instantiations of concepts and 
roles would create inconsistencies. Using a DL inference engine, the consistency of the CPT ontology 
can be checked automatically. Then knowledge reasoning on the ontology can be performed if there is no 
inconsistency in the ontology.  
 Knowledge reasoning on the CPT ontology. Knowledge reasoning on the ontology takes as input the ex-
plicit knowledge in CPT representation and returns as output the implicit knowledge in this representa-
tion. It mainly uses the inference capability of DL and Horn rules and is performed by an inference en-
gine. The inference engine takes as input the representation of individual knowledge to obtain new con-
clusions. After performing knowledge reasoning on the CPT ontology, the newly generated knowledge in 
it will be available for many downstream tasks, where semantic interoperability is one of these tasks.  
 Semantic interoperability of the information of CPT. Semantic interoperability of tolerance information 
aims to exchange the semantics of the tolerance information between heterogeneous CAD/CAM systems 
to overcome the limitation of traditional STEP based exchange method [41]. It can be implemented us-
ing the mechanisms of knowledge reasoning and semantic similarity assessment [45], which can deter-
mine semantically equivalent concept (role) pairs and semantically similar concept (role) pairs between 
two tolerance ontologies, respectively.  
4. Prototype implementation and engineering example 
This section firstly reports a prototype implementation of the semantic representation approach. It then 
presents an engineering example to illustrate the advantages of the approach.  
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4.1. Prototype implementation  
The representations of the structure and constraint knowledge are implemented using the OWL DL lan-
guage [28] and the SWRL language [29] in Protégé 3.5 [46], respectively. The representation of the individu-
al knowledge is implemented by using the OWL DL language, CAD/CAM systems’ Java API, Protégé-OWL 
API, and Java programming language. Both consistency checking of the CPT ontology and knowledge rea-
soning on the ontology are performed by the Jess inference engine [47].  
4.2. Engineering example  
A component with a rectangular pattern of holes imposed a CPT is taken as an example to illustrate the 
advantages of the semantic representation approach. This component and the CPT are, as shown in Figure 8, 
designed in a CAD/CAM system. Starting from this designed CPT, the working procedure of the approach 
mainly contains four steps.  
C
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Figure 8. A component with a rectangular pattern of holes imposed a CPT. 
The first step is to extract the tolerance information from the CAD/CAM system. The information of the 
CPT in Figure 8 is extracted using the APIs of the CAD/CAM system.  
The second step is to instantiate the CPT ontology according to the extracted tolerance information. Us-
ing Protégé-OWL API, the CPT ontology is instantiated by the extracted CPT information.  
The third step is to establish the resultant tolerance zone and variational geometry of the CPT. The re-
sultant tolerance zone and variational geometry of the CPT in Figure 8 are established by using the estab-
lishment methods proposed by Liu et al.. For instance, one possible resultant tolerance zone of the CPT in 
Figure 8 is shown in Figure 9, where the semantics of the MMC assigned on each of C1,1, C1,2, …, C1,6 is de-
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picted in Figure 10. Taking the MMC applied to C1,1 as an example, the semantics can be described as follows: 
(1) When the hole C1,1 is at MMC, the external function size of the actual hole must be greater than or equal 
to the maximum material virtual size ϕ39.2. When everywhere of the local actual size of the hole is the 
maximum material size ϕ40, the maximum allowable value of the positional error of the axis is ϕ0.80. (2) 
When the hole C1,1 is not at MMC, the positional error of the axis can be greater than ϕ0.80. For instance, 
when everywhere of the local actual size of the hole is the minimum material size ϕ40.25, the maximum al-
lowable value of the positional error of the axis is ϕ1.05. (3) The local actual size of the hole C1,1 must lie 
between ϕ40 and ϕ40.25. The semantics of the MMC applied to each of C1,2, C1,3, …, C1,6, C2,1, C2,2, …, C2,6 
can be depicted/described in a similar way.  
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Figure 9. One possible resultant tolerance zone of the CPT in Figure 8. 
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Figure 10. The semantics of the MMC assigned on C1,i (i = 1, 2,…, 6) in Figure 9. 
The last step is to instantiate the CPT ontology on the basis of the established resultant tolerance zone 
and variational geometry. Using Protégé-OWL API, the CPT ontology is further instantiated according to the 
established resultant tolerance zone and variational geometry.  
Now the advantages of the approach are illustrated as follows:  
 Consistency checking of the CPT ontology. Consistency checking is a particular mechanism of an OWL 
DL ontology. Such mechanism cannot be performed on an STEP EXPRESS model. Here is an example 
of using consistency checking mechanism to check the consistency of the drawing indication of a CPT. 
Assume a designer designs a CPT depicted in Figure 11 for the rectangular pattern of holes in Figure 8. 
Then two inconsistent places will be, as shown in Figure 12, automatically checked out by the con-
sistency checking mechanism in Protégé after extracting the information of this CPT and instantiating 
the CPT ontology based on the extracted information. The first inconsistent place is in the indication of 
the tolerance value in lower segment. According to the definition of a CPT [2, 3], the tolerance in lower 
segment must be tighter than the tolerance value in upper segment (i.e. the tolerance value in lower 
segment must be smaller than the tolerance value in upper segment). Thus there is an inconsistency in 
this place. The second inconsistent place is in the indication of the datum feature in lower segment. 
From the definition of a CPT [2, 3] and the definition of a lower segment (see Appendix A), the tertiary 
datum cannot be firstly repeated in this segment. So an inconsistency occurs at this place. It should be 
pointed out that although such checking appears straightforward, current commercial CAD/CAM sys-
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tems incorporate no such capability yet.  
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Figure 11. One inconsistent drawing indication of CPT. 
 
 
Figure 12. Checking result of the two inconsistencies in Figure 11. 
 Knowledge reasoning on the CPT ontology. Knowledge reasoning is a mechanism to generate new 
knowledge in the CPT ontology. It can be performed if and only if the CPT ontology is checked to be 
consistent. Knowledge reasoning is carried out using the reasoning capability of OWL DL and SWRL 
rules. Here are two examples: (1) An example of knowledge reasoning based on OWL DL. Assume tol is 
a tolerance that has the rectangular pattern of holes H1-H2-H3-H4-H5-H6 in Figure 8 as its toleranced fea-
ture, has the composite feature control frame cfcf as its feature control frame, has the composite toler-
ance zone Zj (j = 1, 2,…, 6) in Figure 9 as its resultant tolerance zone, and has the composite variational 
geometry V as its variational geometry. If these statements are taken as input of a DL inference engine, 
the inference engine will return as output the statements (i.e. inferred assertional axioms) shown in Fig-
ure 13. This figure is commented to show different components of the CPT ontology. It is split into five 
panels. Panel 1 lists all concepts and their hierarchies in the ontology. In this panel the concept Com-
positePositionalTolerance is chose, thus all its asserted and inferred individuals are listed in Panel 2 and 
its asserted definition is shown in Panel 3. In Panel 2, the inferred individual of CompositePositional-
Tolerance is shown and selected. So the annotations and inferred assertional axioms related to this indi-
vidual are depicted in Panel 4 and Panel 5, respectively. According to the inferred result in Figure 13, the 
following statements are obtained: tol is a CPT which has the rectangular pattern of holes 
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H1-H2-H3-H4-H5-H6 in Figure 8 as its toleranced feature, has the composite feature control frame cfcf as 
its feature control frame, has the composite tolerance zone Zj (j = 1, 2,…, 6) in Figure 9 as its resultant 
tolerance zone, and has the composite variational geometry V as its variational geometry. (2) An exam-
ple of knowledge reasoning based on SWRL rules. The following example shows how to use the SWRL 
rule in Figure 14 (corresponds to the Horn rule MeetRequirementOfCPT(x2, x1) in Appendix B) to con-
duct CPT simulation of the rectangular pattern of holes in Figure 8. According to Figure 8 and Figure 9, 
the following statements are asserted: tol is a CPT; C1,j (j = 1, 2,…, 6) is the PLTZF of tol; C2,j is the 
FRTZF of tol; and the intersection of C1,j and C2,j is the resultant tolerance zone of tol. Assume V is a 
composite variational geometry generated from a given component with a rectangular pattern of holes. 
Using the SWRL rule in Figure 14, whether the rectangular pattern of holes can meet the requirement of 
the CPT in Figure 8 can be checked automatically by the Jess inference engine. That is, the rectangular 
pattern of holes meet the requirement of the CPT if and only if V falls inside the intersection of C1,j and 
C2,j (see Figure 15).  
Panel 1: Concepts Panel 3: Concept definition
Panel 2: Inferred individuals
Panel 4: Annotations
Panel 5: Inferred assertional axioms
 
Figure 13. Inferred result of the example of knowledge reasoning based on OWL DL. 
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Figure 14. A SWRL rule used to simulate the CPT of a pattern of holes. 
 
 
Figure 15. Inferred result of the example of knowledge reasoning based on SWRL rules. 
 Semantic interoperability of the information of CPT. The developed CPT ontology can be, as shown in 
Figure 16, used as a bridge ontology to implement the semantic interoperability of the information of 
CPT between heterogeneous CAD/CAM systems. Such interoperability process is summarized as follow: 
The CPT information in System1 is translated to the information syntax in the System1’s CPT ontology 
(i.e. the individuals in the System1’s ontology) and the semantic mappings between the System1’s on-
tology and the developed CPT ontology and between the developed ontology and the System2’s CPT 
ontology are firstly established. Then the information syntax in the System1’s ontology can be translated 
to the information syntax in the developed ontology (i.e. the individuals in the developed ontology) with 
the help of the established semantic mapping between the System1’s ontology and the developed ontol-
ogy. Analogously, the information syntax in the developed ontology is then translated to the information 
syntax in the System2’s ontology (i.e. the individuals in the System2’s ontology) by means of the estab-
lished semantic mapping between the developed ontology and the System2’s ontology. Lastly, the in-
formation syntax in the System2’s ontology is translated to the CPT information in System2. Since the 
three ontologies, in which the semantics of CPT information are explicitly and formally interpreted and 
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represented by OWL DL, are properly mapped, the translations of the information syntax between them 
enable the translations of information semantics as well [48]. Ahmed and Han [41] have used OWL DL 
ontology to implement the semantic interoperability of tolerance information. Therefore, for the detailed 
process and concrete example of the semantic interoperability of tolerance information, please refer to 
their work.  
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Figure 16. Semantic interoperability of the information of CPT. 
5. Conclusion  
In this paper, we have continued our research on the recent approach to the representation of the seman-
tics of a single tolerance in [22-24] and proposed a DL ontology based approach to explicitly representing the 
semantics of the CPT for POHs. This approach provides a semantic enrichment model of the information of 
CPT for the real integration of such information and CAD/CAM systems. In detail, we firstly constructed 
representation models of the structure, constraint, and individual knowledge of the CPT for POHs leveraging 
DL terminological axioms, Horn rules, and DL assertional axioms, respectively. We then implemented these 
models using the OWL/SWRL ontology based technology. A CPT ontology was developed in this implemen-
tation. We also presented an engineering example to illustrate the advantages of the proposed approach. As 
can be seen from the example, the developed ontology has explicitly computer-understandable semantics be-
cause of the logic-based semantics of OWL and SWRL. Consistency checking, knowledge reasoning, and 
semantic interoperability of CPT information can be automatically performed, which will lay a solid basis for 
the further implementation of CAT in the true sense.  
The wider application of the DL ontology based approach for explicitly representing tolerance semantics 
is mainly limited by the limitations of an OWL/SWRL ontology, which include [49]: (1) The expressiveness 
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of the OWL and SWRL languages could bring the representation additional work. In OWL and SWRL, ex-
pressiveness and reasoning capability are contradictory. The more a language is expressive, the less efficient 
and stable the reasoning is [28, 29]. To ensure the decidability of reasoning, the expressiveness of OWL and 
SWRL is restricted. As an example, the representation of n-ary relations is not directly supported in OWL and 
is also not available in SWRL. To use OWL/SWRL to represent n-ary relations, each n-ary relation must be 
firstly transformed to some binary relations and then one can use an OWL property to represent each binary 
relation. Unfortunately, tolerance semantic representation sometimes requires the representation of n-ary rela-
tions. At these times, the transformation from n-ary relations to binary relations is indispensable. Such addi-
tional work is time consuming and error-prone. (2) There is a lack of a both systematic and formal method-
ology for constructing an OWL/SWRL ontology. Although there are various ontology construction method-
ologies and some of them are systematic, all of these methodologies are non-formal. This leads to a situation 
that different people construct different OWL/SWRL ontologies for the same tolerance specification and it is 
very difficult to distinguish which ontology is the best. (3) Reasoning on an OWL/SWRL ontology is some-
what time-consuming. It has been proved that the concept satisfiability problem is NExpTime-complete for 
OWL DL [50] and the problem of reasoning on OWL DL ontologies combining with DL-safe SWRL rules is 
ExpTime-complete [44]. For the reasoning on an ontology of the tolerance semantics of a simple component, 
such time complexities are acceptable. However, for the reasoning on an ontology of the tolerance semantics 
of a complex component or assembly, such time complexities become relatively high.  
Although the DL ontology based approach for explicitly representing tolerance semantics has some lim-
itations, there is still a certain sense of studying the integration of this approach and commercial CAD/CAM 
systems from the view of academic study. Lastly, it is necessary to point out that the DL ontology based ap-
proach should not be seen as a complete replacement of the existing approaches for tolerance representation 
in commercial CAD/CAM systems, but more as an alternative approach to improve these approaches in some 
aspects.  
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Appendix A. DL definitions of the complex concepts in CompositePositionalTolerance 
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PatternOfHoles ≡ RectangularPatternOfHoles ⊔ CircularPatternOfHoles   
CompositeFeatureControlFrame ≡ FeatureControlFrame  
⊓ ∃hasToleranceSymbol.PositionalToleranceSymbol  
⊓ ∃hasSegment.(UpperSegment ⊔ LowerSegment)  
 
 
 
CompositeToleranceZone ≡ PLTZF ⊓ FRTZF   
UpperSegment ≡ Segment  
⊓ ∃hasToleranceValue.float  
⊓ ∃hasTolerancePrinciple.MaximumMaterialCondition 
⊓ ∃hasPrimaryDatum.PrimaryDatum 
⊓ ∃hasSecondaryDatum.SecondaryDatum 
⊓ ∃hasSecondaryDatumPrinciple.MaximumMaterialCondition 
⊓ ∃hasTertiaryDatum.TertiaryDatum 
⊓ ∃hasTertiaryDatumPrinciple.MaximumMaterialCondition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LowerSegment ≡ Segment  
⊓ ∃hasToleranceValue.float  
⊓ ∃hasTolerancePrinciple.MaximumMaterialCondition 
⊓ (∃hasPrimaryDatum.PrimaryDatum ⊔  
(∃hasPrimaryDatum.PrimaryDatum ⊓ ∃hasSecondaryDatum.SecondaryDatum 
⊓ ∃hasSecondaryDatumPrinciple.MaximumMaterialCondition) ⊔ 
(∃hasPrimaryDatum.PrimaryDatum ⊓ ∃hasSecondaryDatum.SecondaryDatum 
⊓ ∃hasSecondaryDatumPrinciple.MaximumMaterialCondition  
⊓ ∃hasTertiaryDatum.TertiaryDatum 
⊓ ∃hasTertiaryDatumPrinciple.MaximumMaterialCondition))  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix B. Horn rules defining the constraint relationships in the CPT ontology 
hasMeetMaximumMaterialCondition(t1, mmc) ← PositionalTolerance(t1),  
MaximumMaterialCondition(mmc), Hole(C1,1), Size(efs), 
isExternalFunctionSizeOf(efs, C1,1), isGreaterThanOrEqualTo(efs, ϕ(t‒l‒t1)),  
Size(las), isLocalActualSizeOf(las, C1,1), isGreaterThanOrEqualTo(las, ϕ(t ‒ l)), 
isSmallerThanOrEqualTo(las, ϕ(t + u)) 
isPLTZFOf(x4, x1) ← CompositePositionalTolerance(x1), PatternOfHoles(H),  
hasTolerancedFeature(x1, H), CompositeFeatureControlFrame(x2),  
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hasFeatureControlFrame(x1, x2), UpperSegment(x3), hasSegment(x2, x3),  
PLTZF(x4), hasEstablish(x3, x4),  
CylindricalToleranceZone(x5), hasContain(x4, x5), hasDiameter(x5, t1),  
CylindricalToleranceZone(x6), hasContain(x4, x6), hasDiameter(x6, t1), 
CylindricalToleranceZone(x7), hasContain(x4, x7), hasDiameter(x7, t1), 
CylindricalToleranceZone(x8), hasContain(x4, x8), hasDiameter(x8, t1), 
CylindricalToleranceZone(x9), hasContain(x4, x9), hasDiameter(x9, t1), 
CylindricalToleranceZone(x10), hasContain(x4, x10), hasDiameter(x10, t1),  
MaximumMaterialCondition(x11),  
hasMeetMaximumMaterialCondition(x3, x11), PrimaryDatum(A),  
hasPrimaryDatum(x3, A), SecondaryDatum(B), hasSecondaryDatum(x3, B),  
TertiaryDatum(C), hasTertiaryDatum(x3, C),  
hasPerpendicular(x5, A), hasPerpendicular(x6, A),  
hasPerpendicular(x7, A), hasPerpendicular(x8, A),  
hasPerpendicular(x9, A), hasPerpendicular(x10, A),  
Distance(x12), hasPrimaryObject(x12, x8), hasSecondaryObject(x12, B),  
hasValue(x12, d2), Distance(x13), hasPrimaryObject(x13, x8),  
hasSecondaryObject(x13, B), hasValue(x13, d3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MeetRequirementOfCPT(x2, x1) ← CompositePositionalTolerance(x1),  
CompositeVariationalGeometry(x2),  
hasVariationalGeometry(x1, x2), PLTZF(x3), isPLTZFOf(x3, x1),  
FRTZF(x4), isFRTZFOf(x4, x1), Intersection(x5),  
hasPrimaryObject(x5, x3), hasSecondaryObject(x5, x4),  
hasResultantToleranceZone(x1, x5), hasFallInside(x2, x5) 
Appendix C. DL assertional axioms of the facts depicts in Figure 2 
CompositePositionalTolerance(tol), RectangularPatternOfHoles(H1-H2-H3-H4-H5-H6),  
hasTolerancedFeature(tol, H1-H2-H3-H4-H5-H6), CompositeFeatureControlFrame(cfcf), 
hasFeatureControlFrame(tol, cfcf), PositionalToleranceSymbol(pts), 
hasToleranceSymbol(cfcf, pts), UpperSegment(upseg), hasSegment(cfcf, upseg),  
LowerSegment(lowseg), hasSegment(cfcf, lowseg), hasToleranceValue(upseg, t1),  
MaximumMaterialCondition(mmc), hasTolerancePrinciple(upseg, mmc), PrimaryDatum(A),  
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hasPrimaryDatum(upseg, A), SecondaryDatum(B), hasSecondaryDatum(upseg, B),  
TertiaryDatum(C), hasTertiaryDatum(upseg, C), hasToleranceValue(lowseg, t2),  
hasTolerancePrinciple(lowseg, mmc), hasPrimaryDatum(lowseg, A) 
Appendix D. DL assertional axioms of the resultant tolerance zone in Figure 4 
PLTZF(C1,j), FRTZF(C2,j), CompositeToleranceZone(Zj), hasResultantToleranceZone(tol, Zj), 
CompositeVariationalGeometry(V), hasVariationalGeometry(tol, V), hasDiameter(Ci,j, ti),  
hasPerpendicular(Ci,j, A), hasFallInside(V, Zj),  
Distance(D1), hasPrimaryObject(D1, A1,1), hasSecondaryObject(D1, A1,2), hasValue(D1, d4),  
Distance(D2), hasPrimaryObject(D2, A1,1), hasSecondaryObject(D2, A1,4), hasValue(D2, d1),  
Distance(D3), hasPrimaryObject(D3, A1,1), hasSecondaryObject(D3, C), hasValue(D3, d3),  
Distance(D4), hasPrimaryObject(D4, A1,2), hasSecondaryObject(D4, A1,3), hasValue(D4, d5),  
Distance(D5), hasPrimaryObject(D5, A1,2), hasSecondaryObject(D5, A1,5), hasValue(D5, d1),  
Distance(D6), hasPrimaryObject(D6, A1,3), hasSecondaryObject(D6, A1,6), hasValue(D6, d1),  
Distance(D7), hasPrimaryObject(D7, A1,4), hasSecondaryObject(D7, A1,5), hasValue(D7, d4), 
Distance(D8), hasPrimaryObject(D8, A1,4), hasSecondaryObject(D8, B), hasValue(D8, d2),  
Distance(D9), hasPrimaryObject(D9, A1,4), hasSecondaryObject(D9, C), hasValue(D9, d3),  
Distance(D10), hasPrimaryObject(D10, A1,5), hasSecondaryObject(D10, A1,6), hasValue(D10, d5), 
Distance(D11), hasPrimaryObject(D11, A1,5), hasSecondaryObject(D11, B), hasValue(D11, d2),  
Distance(D12), hasPrimaryObject(D12, A1,6), hasSecondaryObject(D12, B), hasValue(D12, d2),  
Distance(D13), hasPrimaryObject(D13, A2,1), hasSecondaryObject(D13, A2,2), hasValue(D13, d4),  
Distance(D14), hasPrimaryObject(D14, A2,1), hasSecondaryObject(D14, A2,4), hasValue(D14, d1),  
Distance(D15), hasPrimaryObject(D15, A2,2), hasSecondaryObject(D15, A2,3), hasValue(D15, d5),  
Distance(D16), hasPrimaryObject(D16, A2,2), hasSecondaryObject(D16, A2,5), hasValue(D16, d1),  
Distance(D17), hasPrimaryObject(D17, A2,3), hasSecondaryObject(D17, A2,6), hasValue(D17, d1),  
Distance(D18), hasPrimaryObject(D18, A2,4), hasSecondaryObject(D18, A2,5), hasValue(D18, d4),  
Distance(D19), hasPrimaryObject(D19, A2,5), hasSecondaryObject(D19, A2,6), hasValue(D19, d5), 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
where i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2, …, 6, Ci,j = { (x, y) | x
2
 + y
2
 ≤ ti
2
 }, and Ai,j is the axis of Ci,j.  
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